URL http://vvv.cntl.in.hiroshina-cu.ac.jp/ mukaida/ Abstmct-In this paper, we study the Pareto near-optimal strategy for multiparameter singularly perturbed system (MSPS). The main contribution is to propose a new method for obtaining the Pareto near-optimal strategy. We show that the resulting near-ptitnal strategy achieves the cost functional J; + O(llp[). Moreover, we also show that the resulting Pareto near-optimal strategy is equivalent to the existing composite strategy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multimodeling stability, control and filtering problems have been investigated extensively (see e.g., [1]- [5] ). The multimodeling problems arise in large scale dynamic systems. For example, these midtimodel situations in practice are illustrated by the multi--area power system [l] . A popular approach to deal with the multiparameter singularly perturbed systems (MSPS) is the two-time-scale design method [1]- [5] . When the positive parameters E~, J = 1, 2 are very small or unknown the previously used technique is very efficient. However, in order to obtain the slow subsystem, the nonsingularity of the fast state matrices are needed.
In this paper, we study the Pareto near-optimal strategy for the MSPS. We first investigate the uniqueness and boundedness of the solution to the multiparameter algebraic Riccati equation (MARE) and establish its asymptotic structure. The proof of the existence of the solution to the MARE with asymptotic expansion is obtained by an implicit function theorem. This paper presents an improvement on some of the results of [4] in the sense that there is no assumption for the nonsingularlity of the fast state matrices. We also investigate the stabilizability and detectability for the reduced-order algebraic Riccati equation (ARE). The main contribution is to propose a new method for obtaining the Pareto near-optimal strategy. We show that the proposed strategy achieves the cost func-
where Jj is the optimal cost. Thus, our new results are applicable to more realistic MSPS compared with [l] . Moreover, when A,, is nonsingular, we also show that the resulting Pareto near-optimal strategy is equivalent t o the existing composite strategy [l] . Therefore, we claim that the new Pareto near-optimal strategy includes the existing one \I\ as a special case.
PARETO OPTIMAL STRATEGY
We consider the linear timeinvariant MSPS where xj E Rn,, j = 0, 1, 2 are the state vector, uj E Rmj, j = 1, 2 are the control input. All the matrices are constant matrices of appropriate dimensions.
€ 1 and € 2 are two small positive singular parameters of the same order of magnitude such that
Note that the fast state matrices A j j , j = 1, 2 may be singular. In the Pareto optimal strategy of the above MSPS (l), a quadratic cost functional is given by
A Pareto solution is a pair u1, u2 which minimizes
for some 71 and 7 2 . It is well known from [l] that the solution of the Pareto optimal strategy is given by (5) where PE satisfies the MARE A near-optimal Pareto strategy for the MSPS has been proposed in [l] . The algorithm consists of solving three separate subproblems, one in a slow time scale and two in fast time scale, and then combining the solutions of these problems to the specific form of the control law. However, in order to separate the MSPS, the nonsingularity of the matrices Aj3, j = 1, 2 are required. To avoid these assumptions we propose a method which is different from the existing method [l] .
M A R E
It is assumed that the limit of o exists as ~1 and € 2 tend to zero [1]- [5] , that is 
we chose p j j as Pjj, the unique solution of (9e) is given by 4 1 = 0 because the matrices Ajj -S j j P j j are nonsingular.
Thus the parameter h does not appear in (9) 
Ini
(loa) where Ejj = Ajj -Q j j W j j , j = 1, 2 is nonsingular under (lob) the assumption 1. After the calculation of T,, we arrive a t
where
detectability. Note the relation The following theorem will establish the relation between Pc and reduced-order solutions (10). Theorem 1: Under the assumptions 1 and 2, there exist small E;, j = 1, 2 such that for all ~j E (0, E:), the MARE (6) admits a symmetric positive semidefinite stabilizing solution PE which can be written as Thereby, we have finished the proof of Lemma 1. To do so, it is enough to show that the corresponding Jacobian is nonsingular at ~j = 0, j = 1, 2. It can be shown, after some algebra, that the Jacobian of (7) in the limit is given by The Jacobian (15) 
Iv. PARETO NEAR-OPTIMAL STRATEGY
Our attention is focused on the near-optimal strategy design. Such a strategy is obtained by using the reducedorder solutions (10). Hence, we can get the Pareto nearoptimal strategy Theorem 2: Under the assumptions 1 and 2, the use of the near-optimal strategy (17) results in jj satisfying Jj = Jj' + O(llpII), j = 1, 2, (18) where the value of the actual cost is 
%&(A&
Proot When the Pareto optimal strategy (5) is given, they result in In order to calculate the loss of performance (Jj -J;), we subtract (22) from (20) and obtain the MALE for Zj&
Using the result established in (14), it is easy to verify that It follows from (24) that
Since Dll, 0 2 2 and DO are stable, AE -S&P& is stable from Theorem 1 [l] . Hence
implying (1 8).
0
In the rest of this section, we will show that the Pareto near-optimal strategy (17) is equivalent to the existing composite strategy [l] as the special case. Let Ajj, j = 1, 2 of (1) be nonsingular. In this case, the composite strategy is Theorem 3: Under the assumptions 1 and 2, the following identities hold.
and hence the resulting near-optimal controller (17) is the same as the composite optimal controller (27). Proof: It can be carried out via a similar technique used in [8] . Firstly, comparing (29) with (1Oc) yields Xjj = pjj, j = 1, 2 directly. Secondly, comparing (30) with (lob) and noting that Xjj = P j j , we have the conclusion that Xjo = pjo, j = 1, 2 if XOO = ~O O . Therefore, the remainder of the proof is to show that XOO = &. In order to do that, we only need to show that the ARE (28) and (loa) are the same equations, that is,
B,R;~B,T = s,,
Before showing these relations, let us define (pp.115, [SI)
Then, Thus, using (34) and the ARE (1Oc) we have
Let us further introduce six useful identities.
Then, we get but tedious to verify that Finally, using the identities of (36), it is straightforward
E, R$ E:
V. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, we have studied the Pareto near-optimal strategy associated with the MSPS. We have proposed the new Pareto near-optimal strategy. We have shown that an O(llp1l) accuracy strategy achieves the cost functional J: + O(llp1l). Moreover, we have also shown that the resulting strategy is equivalent to the existing one. Thus, our new results are applicable to more realistic MSPS. In addition, it is easy to apply our analysis to the optimal regulator problem for the MSPS because the solution of such problem is a special case of the Pareto optimal strategy when the decision makers agree on a choice of a weighting factors.
